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Liquid
Measurement
Systems
engineers and
manufactures
fuel system
solutions for
military and
commercial
aircraft,
featuring
lightweight,
strong, noncorrosive
graphite
composite
probes, multifunctional signal
conditioners, and
flight deck and
refuel panel
indicators. We
develop fuel
gauging solutions
for platforms at
the leading
edge of
aerospace, and
we deliver
hardware for
some of the
industry’s most
iconic aircraft -where safety,
reliability and
accuracy are
paramount.
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LMS employees gathered together in early June to give their
heartfelt support and best wishes to one of our own -- Vermont
Army National Guard Chief Warrant Officer and Blackhawk
helicopter pilot Adam Truso, along with his family – in preparation
for Adam’s year-long deployment with the Vermont National
Guard's Charlie Company to the Middle East or Southwest Asia.
Charlie Company is an air ambulance company and flies medical
evacuations.
In civilian life, Adam covers Sales & Marketing for LMS. We look
forward to welcoming him back from his deployment next June, and
staying connected while he’s gone. LMS is proud to support Adam,
and the Employer Support of the Guard and Reserve (ESGR)
Program.

UPCOMING EVENTS

16-22 July: Farnborough International Airshow

24-27 August: NGAUS General
Conference & Exhibition
NEW HIRES
LMS welcomes John to
the Engineering team as an
Electrical Engineer
John Burleson II

LMS welcomes Nick to
the QA team as a QA Tech II
Nick Fortin

LMS Sees Busy Quarter
As Q2 2018 draws to a close, LMS is experiencing a period of strong interest in new fuel
gauging solutions that offer opportunities with strategic value as well as long-term growth. The
demand runs the gamut from military to commercial applications, rotary to fixed wing,
auxiliary systems to unmanned systems.

Industry forecasts point to growth in the demand for passenger travel, aging fleets, heightened
global security threats and defense spending growth, plus other factors affecting our markets.
Meanwhile, LMS is expanding its market presence, with rapid response and customer
accessibility, along with proven technology that supports everything from new, experimental
aircraft to the retrofit market for legacy platforms.

LET’S TALK ABOUT
YOUR NEXT FUEL
GAUGING SOLUTION
Fixed wing or rotor, manned or unmanned,
military or commercial, main or auxiliary
systems, LMS is a collaborative, responsive,
resourceful partner with a reputation for
technical superiority.
Tom Smith, Business Development Manager
802-556-1303 (Mobile)
802-528-8175 (Desk)
Thomas.Smith@liquidmeasurement.com
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